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地籍測量人員訓練班第 43期招生考試【英文】試卷 

 

  准考證號碼：                姓名：            

請先填寫上方之准考證號及姓名。試卷務必隨同電腦答案卡繳交，不可攜出試場。 

選擇題：40 題×2.5 分＝100 分 

 一、 克漏字測驗： 

Have you ever wanted to do something special for someone to thank them or show them how much 

they mean to you, __1__ you had no money to buy anything? In this situation, it would be good to remember 

that sometimes the best gifts cannot be bought. __2__, you can make a painting, a decorative card, or __3__ 

album of pictures. Those who like to cook might bake some delicious cookies, a cake or maybe even a 

whole meal. You could ask a D.J. to play a song for them on the radio, pick some colorful flowers or help 

them __4__ something. Sometimes a small note, a kind word or a smile are all that are needed to make 

someone’s day __5__. It takes a little bit more creativity and time; if you give a gift from the heart, it’s 

sure to be meaningful. 

 

(   B )1. (A) but         (B) so        (C) for       (D) or 

(   D )2. (A) First     (B) Also      (C) However    (D) For example 

(   A )3. (A) the         (B) a        (C) an          (D) some 

(   A )4. (A) fix  (B) fixing    (C) to fix       (D) fixed 

(   C )5. (A) brightest    (B) brighten  (C) brighter  (D) bright 

 

 In today's newspaper, there was an article about whether girls really do better than boys in school. 

___6___says that female and male brains are different and that they develop at different rates. Generally, 

girls seem to do better in Chinese, English, and other language subjects. Boys,    7   , succeed better in 

math, science.   8   , the news story also    9   that the way boys and girls are raised also has an 

effect on which skills they are better at. However, as everyone knows, there are also some girls who are 

excellent at math and boys who are superb language learners. This shows that studies need to be done       

___10__ this topic. 

 

(   B )6. (A) They                 (B) It           (C) There                 (D) That 

(   A )7. (A) on the other hand      (B) in short    (C) in fact             (D) not only 

(   D )8. (A) Before                (B) About        (C) For instance           (D) in addition 

(   A )9. (A) applies                (B) requires      (C) describes              (D) affects       

(   D )10. (A) in               (B) off        (C) inside                 (D) on 

 

              

 
Kung Fu is a very difficult   11  rewarding activity. If students work hard   12   improving 

their ability, they will not only learn new things about the movements,   13   as well. In the beginning 

new learners should build up a solid foundation by focusing on the basics. To that end, most beginners 

spend most of their training time   14   simple blocking and striking drills. Students   15   also 

perform regular stretching and conditioning exercises can make their bodies stronger and more flexible, 

too.  

 

(   D )11. (A) and             (B) also       (C) as             (D) but 

(   D )12. (A) for             (B) by             (C) at             (D) with 

(   C )13. (A) and about them      

(B) or about themselves    

(C) but about themselves   

(D) and about themselves 

(     )14. (A) in         (B) on            (C) at              (D) with 

(     )15.   (A) can              (B) will             (C) who            (D) which 
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 二、選擇題： 

(   B )16. When a thunderstorm comes, it usually rains a lot and there’s thunder and ______ . 

(A) rainbow (B) lightning      (C) typhoon   (D) freezing 

(   A )17. Helen is a very _______ girl. She’s never afraid to speak in front of people.  

(A) confident  (B) greedy        (C) mean       (D) shy 

(   B )18. Good journalists should be _______ and keep all personal opinions out of their reporting. 

(A) pessimistic  (B) considerate    (C) emotional  (D) objectives 

(   C )19. Day after day, Edward _______ an hour late for class.   

(A) showed off   (B) showed up     (C) came back    (D) came over 

(    C)20. He dropped his pen on the floor _______ to catch his teacher’s attention. 

(A) on purpose      (B) once and for it      (C) in front of     (D) away from 

(   A )21. With only one more week, he _____ better prepared for the concert last Saturday. 

(A) could well have         (B) could be       (C) could have been     (D) could well be 

(   B )22. Since the early 1990s, the demand for personal computer _____. 

(A) steadily increases    

(B) steadily increase   

(C) has been steadily increasing   

(D) are steadily increasing 

(   D )23. I emailed my professor to find out _____ there will be a final examination. 

(A) how            (B) whether       (C) which         (D) what 

(   B )24. She told me she was nervous about the presentation, and would like to  ____ so she can relax. 

(A) do it all over      (B) get it over with      (C) run it over        (D) take it over 

(   A )25. It’s pretty cold in this room. Could you        the heater for me, please? 

(A) turn on          (B) turn off            (C) open         (D) close 

(   D )26. It says that there was an ______ from my bank account on Friday, but I don’t remember taking any 

money out. 

(A) abundance        (B) withdrawal          (C) accumulation     (D) shipment 

(   B )27. Could you tell me _______ ? 

(A) when shall we start             

(B) where the bus station is  

(C) who are you waiting for               

(D) why were you late 

(   B )28. The more you play around, __________. 

(A) you will gain less    

(B) in the less will you gain    

(C) the less you will gain   

(D) to the less you will gain 

(   D )29. I don’t know why Peter and I are such good friends. We don’t have that much ______. 

(A) to spare          (B) in common       (C) in contrast   (D) in comparison 

(   A )30. My grandmother is so ______. She still thinks that girls belong in cooking class and shouldn’t be playing 

sports.  

(A) brand-new        (B) stand-up         (C) straightforward        (D) old-fashioned 

  

 三、閱讀測驗： 

 

Dear Diary:  

We just got back yesterday from our family summer holiday, and I had an awesome time! It was the 

best vacation I've ever had, and so much better than last year's. On Friday, July 6th, we drove all through 

the night and arrived at the coast just before dawn. We checked into our hotel room, which was very 

spacious and even overlooked the ocean. While Dad rested, Tamara, Mom and I went down to the water, 

We saw all kinds of crabs and starfish, and the water was bluer and clearer than any water I've ever seen. 

Tamara said that she saw a whale; but I didn't really believe her. I would really like to have seen a turtle or 

a dolphin but not a shark. We did so many fun and relaxing things the whole week, like snorkeling in the 

mornings; and, on hot afternoons, we were often lying on the beach, swimming or sun tanning. In the 

evening, we'd go out for dinner, see a local show and then watch the sparkling stars in the clear sky. It was 

such a beautiful place that Tamara and I are already begging Dad to go there again next year!  

Lora Catherine    
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(   C )31. What would be the best title for this diary entry? 

(A) My Best Vacation Ever.  

(B) Where I Went for the Holidays.  

(C) All the Activities I Did on My Holidays.  

(D) The Most Beautiful Spot on the Coast.  

(     )32. According to this diary entry, what can we not assume about the author? 

(A) She has a sister named Tamara.  

(B) She likes nature.  

(C) She lives several hours' drive away from the coast.  

(D) She likes sharks.  

(     )33. According to this diary entry, which statement is true?  

(A) She saw starfish, a turtle and a whale during her holiday  

(B) They liked to go swimming in the afternoons before dinner.  

(C) The family liked to go snorkeling in the afternoons.  

(D) The hotel room was small, but it looked out on the ocean. 

 

  

It's a Boy! 

We welcome you to our home on April 25th to celebrate the arrival of a new member to our family. Our 

baby boy was born on April 23 at 1:26 P.M. He weighed 5 pounds, and he has big beautiful blue eyes. His 

name is Tom, and he is as healthy as he can be. We really have all we need, but if you'd like to give a gift, 

we have posted a list of things we would like at Babies or Us Department Store.  

Event: Baby Shower  

Time: 2:30-5:00  

Location: 1st floor, No. 3, Ninety-eighth Street  

Information: Food, beverages, and games will be provided.  

  

(     )34. What kind of notice is this? 

(A) It is a letter.  

(B) It is an envelope.  

(C) It is an invitation. 

(D) It is a newspaper advertisement. 

(   D )35. What might people do at this party?  

(A) They might sing songs and play board games.  

(B) They will take a shower in the bathroom.  

(C) Perhaps they will read books to each other.  

(D) It is likely that everyone will meet and go ice-skating.  

(   A )36. Who is this event for?  

(A) It is for the family.  

(B) It is for the friends of the family.  

(C) It is for the department store.  

(D) It is for baby Tom.  

(   A )37. Mr. Lee leaves for the party at 2:30. He lives ten minutes away. What time will he arrive?  

(A) He can't make it to the party.  

(B) He will arrive ten minutes late.  

(C) He will get there at 2:30 exactly.  

(D) He will get there at 2:55. 

 

     If you've ever had the flu, you know how bad it is. All you can do is lay in bed for a whole week. 

Usually, you'll have a high fever, a bad cough, and a sore throat. You'll also feel very tired. There's no 

medicine that will get rid of it right away. You have to wait until it's gone.  

Luckily, once you get the flu, you can't get that type of flu again. However, each year a different type 

of flu spreads. That's why it's important to get a flu shot if you can. It will keep both you and the people 

around you healthy.  

No matter if you get a flu shot or not, you should still wash your hands with soap several times a day. 

That's the easiest way to avoid getting the flu.  

 

(     )38. How long do people usually feel sick for with the flu? 

(A) A day 

(B) Three days  

(C) Seven days 

(D) A month 
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(     )39. What do people with the flu NOT get?  

(A) A cough 

(B) A sore throat 

(C) A stomachache 

(D) A high fever 

(     )40. How can you get rid of the flu? 

(A) By resting and waiting  

(B) By getting a flu shot  

(C) By taking a hot shower  

(D) By washing it off 

 

 


